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cheating sons is currently keeping an eye out for kind beer sponsors. anyone?

“We love our beer. Before a gig, we will search for the right high, but we always end up 
missing it. We’re usually too low or too high,” so I’m told, as the bunch of five walked 

into the studio with ice cold beer in hand. The Cheating Sons emerged in 2008 with its 
unabashedly Americana tones. Its sound is a flurry of country, bluegrass and rock ’n’ roll, 
and is heavily influenced by the likes of Led Zeppelin, Pink Floyd and Bruce Springsteen. 
It operates a little differently from most other bands. Reading notes has never been the 

modus operandi. Instead, the boys read numbers. “When other musicians come in to work 
with us, they are always puzzled by how we function,” Wang says. The band also doesn’t 
expect to thrive in the Singapore market – it’s very small. “The bulk of people like mass 

appeal pop rock, which is fine. We don’t consider ourselves mainstream, so we don’t really 
have expectations,” he continues. “However, it is encouraging to see more people listening 
to local music. If the profile of local music rises, it doesn’t matter whether it’s mainstream 

or not. It’s a good start. Our challenge is to market our music overseas. For now, we’re 
satisfied with enjoying and making music. That’s most important.”  

cheating sons
donovan loh, wang renyi, andy liew, andy yang, leong chee shan
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chris ho was regarded as the King of dJs and the front man of Zircon lounge, a band derived from transformer in the ’80s 

You probably don’t need an introduction to Chris Ho, the man who held the fort for  
Zircon Lounge, Singapore’s first New Wave punk-inspired band formed in 1983 from the 

ashes of Damien Sin’s Transformer. In the late ’70s, the music scene in Singapore stumbled 
into an unjust suppression, and Ho wasn’t pleased with the way music was treated. 

The authorities regarded it as “Yellow Culture” and disallowed anything that promoted 
hedonistic and decadent lifestyles. “You could never mention the word ‘disco’ on air, or you 

would be fired,” he revealed. “You couldn’t say ‘hi’, you had to say ‘hello’, and songs like 
Olivia Newton-John’s ‘Let’s Get Physical’ got banned.” Music was killed overnight and by 
the time it got to the ’80s, when Zircon Lounge was formed, it was a dead scene. Things 
eventually improved, and its revival had much to do with his pioneering efforts. Through 

his regular newspaper “Pop Life” column in the early ’80s and his radio sessions, he 
introduced a diverse range of music to the public. Through Zircon Lounge, the band took a 

bold step towards the unconventional, kicking off Singapore’s alternative music scene.    

chris ho/x’ho
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the band once sold a copy of its album to a French town that wasn’t even on google maps. they’re still unsure if the package ever arrived.

“A lot of old bands break up and get back together on reunion tours,” I’m told. “Why? It’s 
not because they desperately want to get back together. It’s because they are broke. We’ve 

met singers like Debbie Harry of Blondie who once said, ‘Honey, we’re broke. We need 
the money.’” Bands are such precarious coalitions. Given the amount of pressure they’re 

constantly under, it is a wonder any of them can function beyond their debut albums. 
Bands come and go, and so it is encouraging to know that instrumental rock acts like  

In Each Hand A Cutlass are here to stay. Recognised for its ability to blend progressive 
rock, ambient, post-rock and metal, the ferociously ambitious band has just released 
its second album, The Kraken, in April this year. After coming to prominence with its 

debut, A Universe Made of Strings, the accolades quickly followed, such as Vima’s “Best 
Instrumental/World Music” award in 2011, and the band is proud to say most of its sales 
come from outside Singapore. “It’s about finding the right audience for yourself. It’s not 
about trying to convert people who aren’t going to listen. There’s always somebody out 

there who will love your music if only they knew you existed.”

in each hand a cutlass
amanda ling, daniel sassoon, jordan cheng, sujin thomas, nelson tan
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Eugene wee the bassist was on holiday when this shoot took place. hence his picture on the ipad.  

Twenty five years ago, five boys became friends. They met when they were still students at  
Victoria School and decided to get together to jam right after the ‘O’ levels. After watching 
The Oddfellows play, they were inspired to do the same, and formed Lilac Saints in 1990, 

peaking in popularity during the mid- to late ’90s. Covering a wide range of musical 
moods, from the poignant to the upbeat, the band scored big with the song ‘Gina’. “It was 
our turning point,” the boys remarked. “It was a song developed from teenage angst and 

depression. We were troubled youths (we still are) and let’s just say we wanted to get 
creative in a city where nobody really cares.” The band retired after its album, Awake, 

which was released in 1997, and its members have since gone on to lead different lives. On 
their best memories from the ’90s, they said, “We were carefree. To be honest, we didn’t 
put in much work for the amount we got out of it. We were playing three gigs a month at 
most. It wasn’t that much of a band as it was a group of guys just enjoying hanging out 
with one another. But if we had someone to thank, it would be Patrick Chng from The 

Oddfellows. He was the one who helped us with our first recording and Big O compilations. 
Thanks Pat.” 

in each hand a cutlass
amanda ling, daniel sassoon, jordan cheng, sujin thomas, nelson tan

lilac saints
eugene wee, ric liu, bhaskar, desmond sim, kevin tan
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Electrico is currently working on its fourth album due to come out by end-2015. 
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The first time I listened to the radio hit ‘Runaway’, I realised why everyone was lauding 
Electrico. It was clever, companionable local pop derived from a signature eclectic sound 

and warm vocals. It is unlike most music of today, which has become so manufactured and 
abused by Auto-Tune. A decade later, this song hasn’t aged one bit. The band of disparate 

personas (it once involved ex-members Daniel Sassoon and Amanda Ling on the guitar 
and keyboard) evolved from practising in the snug confines of a shipping container to 

producing hit albums like So Much More Inside (2004), Hip City (2006) and We Satellites 
(2008). Its songs ‘I Want You’ and ‘Love in New Wave’ topped the charts on 98.7FM, and 

the band had also set a milestone for local English rock music when its 2009 National 
Day Parade theme song ‘What Do You See?’ caught our attention. Electrico faded from the 
public eye after 2009, but has since resurfaced in 2014 as a trio. Good things should be 

coming our way, and we can’t wait to hear what it has.

electrico
dave tan, desmond go, william lim jr
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until 16 august, you can catch plainsunset in action with 149 other local bands/dJs by Bedok reservoir. Visit facebook.com/identitesg for details.

Plainsunset is one of the longest running bands still active in Singapore today. Formed  
in 1996, it began its journey as a punk rock band before coming to terms with being a  

“simple sing-along rock band”. The band’s testimony to the notion that if you can survive 
together, you can thrive together, and such longevity is due to its members’ willingness to 
adapt and change with every new season and album. Naturally, one needs to stay relevant. 
Today’s audience is made up of a different spectrum than in the ’90s. Things were simpler 

back then, with a generation of musicians who simply enjoyed what they did.  
“The greatest thing any band could hope for was to play at the garden at The Substation,” 

the lads reminisced. “You were a champ if you did.” Was there more soul in music then 
than today? “Bands are now capable of pushing the envelope. Look at Pleasantry. It is doing 

extremely well. So you can’t say there’s no soul now. We did it with a different heart, but 
that’s not to say it was wrong or right, then or now.”

plainsunset
jonathan chan, nizam sukri, helmi abd, norsham husaini


